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Executive Summary

The Evolution of Defined
Contribution Plans
With a vested interest in helping workers accumulate sufficient
retirement savings, employers have been busy bolstering their
defined contribution (DC) plan provisions and investment
offerings. This report finds that DC plans are changing in rapid
ways as employers undertake rigorous reviews to promote
more participation, encourage greater savings, and improve
investment funds.
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Automatic features are becoming more powerful
Provisions that automate the savings process are quite effective at enrolling workers in the
plan. However, until recently, the default contribution levels were relatively low and newly
hired workers often missed out on matching contributions. That trend is changing.
• In 2015, 52% of employers with automatic
enrollment set the initial savings rate at
4% or more—an increase from 39% in
2013. More than half of all plans with
automatic enrollment (51%) default
workers at or above the match threshold.
• The percentage of employers using
a back-sweep to enroll nonparticipants
into the plan doubled from 8% in 2013
to 16% in 2015.

• The automatic contribution escalation
ceiling is also increasing. Nearly twothirds (64%) of employers set the
threshold at 10% or more. In 2013,
this fraction was 50%.
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More than

of all plans with automatic
enrollment (51%) default
workers at or above the
match threshold

42%

of companies have a dollar-for-dollar
company match formula, up from
25% in 2011

Plan match formulas are changing
Employers are concentrating their contributions on matching formulas—a move that often
encourages workers to save more.
• The most popular employer match rate is
$1.00 for $1.00. Now, 42% of employers
have this formula, up from 25% in 2011.
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• The majority of plans (57%) require workers
to save 6% or more in order to receive the
full employer-matching contribution.

Plan fees remain a focus
Employers are taking actions to make fees more transparent and
equitable across worker populations.
• In 2011, 83% of employers
charged workers administrative
fees by using mutual funds with
revenue sharing. In 2015, that
percentage dropped to 40%.

• Conversely, the percentage
of plans that allocate
administrative fees as a periodic
dollar charge to workers
increased from 14% in 2011
to 39% in 2015.

39% of plans

now charge
administrative fees on
a flat dollar basis

Encourage
greater
savings

Rigorously
review fees

Improve
investment
funds

Promote
participation

58%
of plans

now allow for
Roth contributions

Roth availability is growing
Since Roth 401(k) features were first introduced in 2006, they have steadily become more prevalent.
Now, close to two out of every three plans allow workers to make Roth contributions.
• Six out of ten employers (58%) offer
Roth contributions—up from 50% in 2013
and 11% in 2007.
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• When Roth contributions are available,
one-third of employers (33%) allow for in-plan
Roth conversions. In 2013, the ratio was closer
to one out of four (27%).

17% of plans have

customized target-date funds

Employers are enhancing their target-date funds
Target-date funds receive the majority of new plan contributions, so employers are looking for ways
to provide funds that maximize value to both workers and the plan.
• 17% of plans use customized target-date funds
built from their core funds as opposed to a
pre-packaged, off-the-shelf product.

• One out of ten plan employers has recently
re-enrolled participants into target-date
funds or is considering doing so in the
next 12 months.

Help tools are expanding
While target-date funds remain a staple in defined contribution plans, they are not for everyone. To meet
the needs of a more financially diverse workforce, employers are offering tools and services designed
to provide professional investment help to workers.

60%

of plans have online
guidance, up from
55% in 2013

55%

of plans have managed
accounts, up from
52% in 2013

53%

of plans have online
advice, up from
46% in 2013

Help tools like online advice, managed accounts,
and online guidance are now offered

by a majority of plans
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Communication is more personalized than ever before
Employers are increasingly providing workers with customized, targeted, effective information
about the benefits of investing in the plan.
• Eight out of ten employers now use
personalized communication—an increase
from 54% a decade ago.

Webinars

• The most effective medium is on-site
workshops, with nearly two-thirds of
employers (63%) rating them as very effective.

80% of plans

E-mail
notifications

use personalized
communication

Tailored
retirement
websites

Text
messages

About This Survey
The Trends & Experience in Defined Contribution Plans survey has been conducted every two years
since 1991. The 2015 survey was completed by 367 employers across a variety
of plan types, sizes, and industries. For the purposes of this survey, the term “defined
contribution plans” includes 401(k), profit sharing, 403(b), 401(a), and 457(b).
The survey was fielded in the first quarter of 2015 to gain a better understanding of employer
trends related to retirement plan offerings, design, and investments.
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